PART 4: The Name on the Door

INTRODUCTION
The following program is brought to you by… Remember when TV shows used to say that? As if Tide
laundry detergent had provided you this episode of The Price Is Right out of the goodness of their heart.
Eventually, you realized what that really was: a sneaky commercial. But we learned a lot from that tactic,
didn’t we? Because sometimes we provide a service, give a gift, or accomplish a task for someone else
and still find a way to attach our name to it. But when it comes to serving Jesus? There’s no “u” in
Kingdom.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Without naming names, have you ever experienced product placement piety? Why is that so
unappealing to us but so easy to inadvertently do?
2. Read 1 Chronicles 29:10-12. Which part of David’s praise stands out to you most? What resonates
with your heart?
3. How does remembering God’s supremacy aﬀect you? What does that do for the way you navigate
your everyday life?
4. Read 1 Chronicles 29:13-19. What is David’s singular passion with this project? What theme does
he continually come back to? Why is that so important for us today?
5. Do you think rightly understanding who God is will always end in submission? Why or why not?
6. What does it mean to be a mute witness? When it comes to building a temple (or any building
dedicated for a divine purpose) how can we prevent it from becoming that?

MOVING FORWARD
Make it all about his name not yours. Read Ephesians 1:21 once a day, every day this week. Then, with
every thing you do ask the following questions: Why am I doing this? For whom am I doing this? Who
gets the credit for doing this? Commit yourself to living a life of praise instead of a life that praises every
once in a while.

CHANGING YOUR MIND
Now [Jesus] is far above any ruler or authority or power or leader or anything else—not only in this world but also in
the world to come. —Ephesians 1:21-22
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